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ABOUT
TopG CEO has been created by experienced developers in BSc to pay homage to the TopG that is @cobratate.

Whilst we have no affiliation with the Tate brothers at the present moment we have plans to create a partnership 
using donations generated through our trading taxes to support the charities the TopG donates to with a heavy 
focus on supporting Andrew Tates upcoming charity to protect men from false accusations. Built within our 
smart contract we have created a charity wallet named the TopG Foundation which can be tracked here.

SupSupporting charities and forming a partnership with the Top G himself is a big part of our plans but we also want 
the holders of $TOPG to become lthy rich and that’s why we have incorporated BITCOIN rewards within our 
smart contract!

Ultimately TopG CEO has been designed to be somewhat of a community driven fan token of the TopG Andrew 
Tate. If you’re a fan then join us on our journey to become the Alpha of all meme coins on BSC.
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ROADMAP
      Phase 1

       Rebranding

       Conduct KYC

       Smart contract design by SAFU dev

       Create a pool on pinksale

       Telegram Marketing

              Fl on pinksale

       Launch on pcs 

      Phase 2

       Cmc & Cg listing

       Dex trending

       Ave trending

       Tactical Twitter campaign

       Grow Twitter followers to 30k

              Grow Telegram community to 20k

       Completion of nft collection

       NFT's listed for mint

      Phase 3

       Apply for Bitmart listing

       Grow Twitter following to 50k

       15k holders

       Twitter Trending

       Twitter Gold Badge

              Registered as a Ltd company

       Approach Andrew Tate for partnership
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NFT COLLECTION
We’re excited to announce that very soon we will be launching 
our own NFT (Non-Fungible Token) Collection!

As we continue to develop TopG CEO ecosystem and expand our 
offerings, we recognize the growing importance and interest in 
NFTs within the blockchain community. Our NFT Collection will 
feature unique and high-quality digital assets that will be
available for purchase with TopG CEO tokens.

WWe believe that our NFT Collection will not only provide a new 
way for our community to engage with and support TopG CEO, 
but also contribute to the broader growth and adoption of NFTs. 
We’re committed to ensuring that our NFTs are not only visually 
stunning but also serve as valuable assets for our holders. 
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PARTNERS
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THANK YOU
TOP G CEO

www.topgceo.net
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